YOUR COMPANY LETTERHEAD HERE
Please fax application to 62616491
Date
OPERATIONS MANAGER
JURONG PORT PTE LTD
37 JURONG PORT ROAD
SINGAPORE 619110
Attn: SPOE (WAREHOUSE & ALLOCATION)
GENERAL & BULK CARGO OFFICE
Dear Sir,
*WAREHOUSE STORAGE APPLICATION / EXTENSION
1. We wish to apply for Warehouse Storage for the undermentioned cargo and we understand that approval is subject to a berth being
applied by the shipping agent and availability of space.
2. The vessel and cargo details are :VESSEL :
E.T.B :
MARKINGS

VAR CODE:
ASN NO:

COD:
QUANTITY

3. We require

CONTENTS

m/tons

m³

AREA (m³)

day(s) of * covered/open storage wef:
to

4. We understand that the approval, if granted, will lapse and the cargo(es)/equipment stored shall be regarded as unauthorised and shall
incur a charge of $2.50/ton/day or part thereof or $2.50/m²/day or part there of if we do not sign and acknowledge the terms and conditions
binding the approved warehouse storage before we store any cargo(es) and / or any equipment.
5. We also agree that there shall be no further extension and that the JURONG PORT reserves the right to impose the unauthorised storage
charge of $2.50 / ton or $2.50 m² per day should we fail to remove the cargo(es) and / or equipment upon expiry of this approved period.
6. We shall at all times keep JURONG PORT PTE LTD indemnified against any losses, shortages and damages sustained by the
cargo(es) and / or equipment approved for storage within the covered and / or open premises of JURONG PORT Pte Ltd.
7. The reason(s) for our warehouse * application / extension is
8. If approval is granted we shall occupy the area allocated on a "as is where is" basis and we shall sweep clean / wash the area before and
after the use of the area allocated.
9. We understand that if we fail to send our representative to Jurong Port to endorse the approved Warehouse storage agreement and
confirm the area used, the approval will be treated as cancelled and the cargo(es) / equipment shall be treated as unauthorised.
Yours faithfully,
COMPANY 'S STAMP

JURONG PORT'S USE ONLY

(Signature)

DAYS WAREHOUSE STORAGE *APPLICATION /
WAREHOUSE STORAGE EXTENTION

(Name)

*APPROVED

(NRIC No)

(APPROVING OFFICER'S SIGNATURE)
NAME:
DESIGNATION:

(Designation)
*DELETE WHERE NOT APPLICABLE

/

NOT APPROVED
VERIFIED BY

